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Burning questions that
your sales reps have

(and the answers to them!) 



You wouldn’t think so, but some of your top sales reps may not be as 

happy as you think they are. They may be hiding negative feelings of 

frustration and resentment about the job as they hide behind a smile. 

And while everything might look hunky-dory, one of the top reasons 

why sales reps leave has got to do everything with the way they are 

incentivized, considering it is a major chunk of their compensation.

We’ve made a list of those dreaded questions and concerns and trust 

us, we’ve also got the solution to help you sail through this.
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Clearly communicate timelines for incentive disbursals and diligently 
stick to them.

Compass Tip

WHY ARE
 MY INCENTIVES

ALWAYS    DELAYED ?



WHY IS THE

I am always confused

INCENTIVE CALCULATION
ALWAYS INCORRECT?

ABOUT WHO TO REACH OUT TO FOR
MY INCENTIVE CALCULATION AND

THE LOOP NEVER ENDS.
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Communicate the incentive calculation parameters in detail along 
with the POCs and the escalation matrix.

Compass Tip
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Explain with example, clear calculation similar to a pay slip.

Compass Tip

HOW DO I KNOW THAT

THE PAYOUT IS CORRECT? 

WHERE CAN I SEE

THE CALCULATION?
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Roll out provisional working calculations and check for any 
discrepancies.

Compass Tip

BEFORE THE PAYOUT
THE CALCULATED AMOUNT

HAVE A LOOK AT
IS THERE A WAY TO

IS RELEASED?
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Roll out the program/contest with clear details and have a reference 
document that is handy and readily available during the course of 
and after the contest.

Compass Tip

WHAT ARE THE CLAUSES IN 
‘CONDITIONS APPLY’

THAT WILL POTENTIALLY AFFECT 

MY COMMISSIONS?
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Enable participants to look at their scores in real time with an 
automated incentive software like Compass, which gives real-time 
visibility to your sales reps on their mobile phones.

Compass Tip

WHY DO MY   ACHIEMENTS
NEVER APPEAR CORRECTLY ?

WHY CAN NEVER SEE
THEM IN REAL-TIME?
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Plan the metrics that you would like to influence and roll out the 
contests well in advance and look for automated alternatives like 
Compass that can help you publish programs with no-code in under 
a few minutes.

Compass Tip

HOW AM I EXPECTED TO

WHEN I GET TO KNOW
THE MID-MONTH?

PERFORM WELL
AT THE SALES CONTENT

3001
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70% of your performers are in the creamy middle layer and therefore 
have the potential to balloon your revenue. Roll out contests with 
achievable targets aimed at the mid-tier.

Compass Tip

WHY IS THE    MANAGEMENT
FOCUSED ON HIGH PERFORMERS

DOES LITTLE TO HELP ME
BECOME ONE?
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Move away from the ‘Winner takes it all’ rewarding attitude and 
embrace a more milestone-based rewards system to motivate your 
sales reps, avoid burnout and encourage transparency.

Compass Tip

MY EFFORTS ARE

ONLY THE OUTCOME IS.

NEVER RECOGNIZED
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Based on demographics and spending habits, try to find universal 
and closest to cash options of rewarding. The best way is to give 
them their choice of rewards with a sales incentive automation soft-
ware like Compass that has a rewarding catalogue of more than 
5000 popular global brands, so reps can choose their own reward. 

Compass Tip

WHY DO I ALWAYS GET

THAT I NEVER USE
RANDOM BRAND VOUCHERS

HAVE NO  OF REWARDNO
CHOICE
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Visual data is 84% easier and 72% quicker to understand. Integrate 
dynamic dashboard that give you (and your reps) a snapshot and 
say no to hoards of data unless absolutely necessary.

Compass Tip

I HAVE TO READ 1000 LINES

WE HAVE A GREAT CRM

BEFORE I REACH MY ACHIEVEMENTS

IT HAS THE MOST BORING DASHBOARDS

I HAVE TO BE AN EXCEL EXPERT
TO UNDERSTAND THAT.



Well, well. The list is daunting. And these are common questions. And 
mostly unpleasant. Questions that you might only have diplomatic answers 
to. But well, let’s face it. Politically correct answers do not assure sales reps. 
They are too experienced for that.

But don’t let that bog you down. The key to answering and addressing 
these burning questions is one, by genuinely trying to solve the problems 
at the ground level and by clearly communicating. 

At Compass, we are trying to solve one such problem that is persistent for 
all sales teams across industries - inconvenience in commissions. They are 
delayed, incorrect, and cumbersome. Our only aim is to ‘Democratise sales 
commissions’.

Compass focuses on the underlying fact: Sales acceleration is about 
re-engaging with the sales teams for enhanced accountability and 
performance by using levers that they crave for - meaningful and timely 
rewards, lucrative commission plans, and instant payments.

With Compass, you can select game templates from a plethora of options, 
define KPIs, and create logic with rules, variables, and conditions, without 
coding. Drive behaviors that power business results with engaging sales 
programs. Compass is an unorthodox product built for orthodox problems 
in the most orthodox function, sales.

While you focus on building better, more commercial products and 
launching it across geographies, Compass helps you accelerate your sales 
team performance so that you can only focus on building a better product.

BOOK A DEMO NOW

Leverage the Compass advantage!


